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Inductive learning algorithms are threatened 
by combinatorial explosion.To avoid this 
difficulty the algorithms are either recommended 
for the problem with rather small number of 
attributes, Quinlan (1983),or a number of examples 
is limited, Garis (1988), or else some arbitrary 
constraints are introduced during the learning 
process, Michalski (1983). In this paper an 
inductive learning algorithm is described, which 
produces the minimum length classification rules 
(in the sense of numbers of attribute-value 
pairs). The algorithm works in polynomial time and 
the number of attributes and/or examples need not 
to be limited. Some results obtained for medical 
data are presented. 
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Introduction 

Inductive learning algorithms are threatened by 

combinatorial explosion. Consider, for example a single step 

of Michalski ' s (1983) algorithm. Let n be the · number of 

negative examples, k the number of attributes and s the 

average number of selectors (attribute-value pairs) in the 

discriminant set . In such a case about sn complexes can be 

generated, where l<s~k. Usually, k is in the tens and n is 

in the hundreds. Thus to avoid combinatorial explosion some 

arbitrary constraints must be introduced e.g. on the number 

of complexes, but such solution can be far from the most 

preferable. Usually the preference criterion is the length 

of classification rule (number of selectors in disjunction 

of consistent complexes) . Quinlan's (1983) algorithm is 

recommended for the problem with rather small number of 

attributes. Similar situation occurs with other algorithms. 

Hugo de Garis's (1988) modification of Michalski's algorithm 

also includes a remark that in situation risking 

combinatorial explosion the number of positive examples for 

the class under discussion should be randomly reduced . 

In this paper a modified Michalski's algorithm is 

proposed, which avoids combinatorial explosion without 

introducing any constraints during performance of algorithm 

or decreasing the number of data. The main idea is to 

replace the most time consuming part of forming consistence 

complexes to select the most preferable one by solving the 

simple problem of integer programming. Generally it is an 

NP-hard problem . However,it is a well known problem and there 

are many efficient heuristic algorithms giving useful 

solutions and working in polynomial time (in our case with 

respect to the number of examples and attributes). Besides 

that a special,not random selection of 

for each iteration is introduced. 

a positive example 

This considerably 

accelerates and improves the inductive process . The 

remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 

Michalski's approach called star methodology is described . 
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Section 3 introduces the modification to original algorithm. 

In Section 4 the method is illustrated by means of medical 

data . Finally, in Section 5 some conclusions are included. 

2. Michalski's star approach 

Inductive learning is the process of inferring 

classification rules from examples. There are many 

approaches in this area of machine learning. The most 

important ones are the following methods based on: searching 

version space Mitchell (1982), star methodology Michalski 

(1983) and the principle of maximizing expected information 

Quinlan (1983). Most often the star methodology approach is 

applied e.g. Michalski and Chilausky (1980), Michalski and 

Stepp (1983), Shaw (1987). An excellent review can be found 

in Ditterich et al. ( 1981). 

In inductive learning process an example can be seen 

as a collection of attribute-value pairs and can be written 

in the variable-valued logic mode proposed by Michalski 

(1973) e.g. 

example= [A 1 r 1 v 1J [A 2 r 2 v 2 J • • • [Ak rk vk], 

where A . is an attribute name, r . is a relation and v. is 
1 1 1 

a 

value from value set of Ai for i=1,2, .. . ,k. 

A form [Ai ri vi] is called rational statement or 

selector. For example 

[sex = man] [size = medium] 

[color = brown] [weight = heavy] 

are selectors with values represented by linguistic terms . 

A typical classification rule might take the form of 

[A
2

r
2

v
2

J [A
4
r

4
v

4
] u [A

7
r

7
v

7
] '* [Class = class

3
], 

where premise part of classification rule is a disjunction 

of conjunctions of selectors. 

The inductive learning process for multiple concepts 

works under assumption that there exist teachers/experts who 

can correctly classify training 

training examples for which the 

found are called positive. The 

examples in classes. The 

concept description is to be 

remaining ones are called 
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negative. The goal of the algorithm is then to find a 

classification rule that correctly describes all positive 

examples and does not describe any negative 

basic role in Michalski's approach is played 

examples. The 

by definition 

of a consistent complex. A complex is a conjuction of any 

selectors . It is said that complex C covers an example e 

if they have the same values of attributes . For example 

complex c 

e 1 [A 1 

e2 [A 1 

The complex is 

examples . 

[A = 
1 

a] [A = 
3 

C'] 

a] [A2 b] [A 3 

a] [A2 b] [A 3 

consistent if it 

covers example 

c] and does not cover 

d]. 

covers none of tile negative 

The algorithm iteratively generates a set of consistent 

complexes and chooses the most preferable one. Usually such 

a complex is chosen, which covers as many pos i tive examples 

as possible. After the selection, the positive examples 

covered by this complex are removed and a new iteration 
starts . This is continued till all positive examples are 

covered. The final classification rule is a disjunction of 

the most preferable complexes from each iteration. In order 

to obtain consistent complexes the following procedure 

called star methodology is implemented. A positive example 

is randomly chosen. 
1, 2, ... , n a 

Then for each negative example 

discriminant set is generated. 

discriminant for ei and fj is the 
selectors which appear in the description of 

fj . The discriminants are generated for all 

conjuction of 

e i and not of 
the negative 

from each examples. Then by selecting one selector 

discriminant the consistent complexes which cover at least 

one positive example ei are generated . 
Consider a simple example. Let 

[A 

[A 

c 2] 

be a positive example , 

and 

t
2 

[A a
2

J [B b
3

] [C 

be all negative e xamples. 

follows 

Then a discriminantset is as 
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and 

Hence the set of consistent complexes has three members: 

ci 
1 

[B b 1] [A = a 1] , 

ci 
2 

[B b 1], 

ci = [B = b 1] [C = c 1] • 3 

The complex C~ will be chosen as the most preferable one 
* and denoted by C . 

Now all subsequent steps of the algorithm can be 

presented1 

1. sp and 
e'xamples 

rule. 

Sn are given sets of 
respectively. ClassRule 

positive and negative 

:= 0 )s a classification 

2. If sP is empty, then go to 10. 

3. Choose randomly a positive element ei E sP. 
4. For every element fj E 5 generate a discriminant set. n 

ci 5. Form set of consistent complexes 
ci 

m 
* 6 . From choose the most preferred one, denoted by c. m 

* 7. From sP remove all examples covered by c 
* 8 . ClassRule := ClassRule u c 

9. Go to 2. 

10.Stop. 

It can be shown that classification rule obtained in this 

way is consistent and complete. It means that none of 

negative examples is described by this rule while all the 

positive ones are correctly described. 

3. Modification of Michalski's algorithm 

We assume that the negative examples are ordered. Also 
the selectors in the description of each example are 
ordered. Hence when we speak of ith negative example or 

jth attribute it is uniquely defined what we mean. 

Let ep be a given positive example from sp . Instead 
of generating a discriminant set for ep let us form 

zero-one matrix D. Matrix D is defined as follows. 
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Element dji of D is equal 1 if jth negative 

has a different value than example ep in 

attribute. Otherwise element dji of D is equal 0. 

example 

the ith 

Let x be a zero-one vector. The ith element of X 

is related to the ith attribute in the description of 

examples. Now let us consider the following problem: 

min 

i=l 
Dx ~ A 

( *) 

where k is a number of attributes, A is a vector of ones 

and xi can take value from set {0, 1}. 
The (*) is a set covering problem well known in 

integer programmi~g. It is not difficult to see that the 

minimal number of variables, which cover all the rows of 

matrix D is equivalent to finding the shortest complex 
which covers none of the negative examples. Generally it is 

an NP-hard problem. Still it is a well known problem and 
there are many efficient heurist~c algorithms giving useful 

solutions,Garfinkel and Nemhauser (1972).In our case we have 

chosen the "greedy" algorithm, because it is very simple to 

implement and very efficient. It can be described as 

follows: 

An efficiency of variable xi' i 1,2, ... ,k with 

respect to matrix A denoted e(xi,AJ is defined as the 

number of ones in ith column of matrix A. Matrix A is a 

submatrix of D after deleting some rows from D covered 
in previous iterations. 

each iteration variable 

At the beginning A is equal D. In 
* x 1 of the greatest efficiency is 

* selected. Then the rows covered by xi are removed from 
The process terminates when A is empty, which means 

all the rows of D are covered. 

A. 
that 

Hence in our algorithm the steps 4, 5 and 6 of 

original algorithm will be changed to: 

4'. Form matrix D. 
5'. Solve problem(*). 

* 6' . ' Denote solution of (*) by C 

The other modification is of less importance with 
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respect to avoiding combinatorial explosion. However it has 

a great influence on the speed of convergence of algorithm. 

The modification concerns the 3rd step of the alg6rithm. 

The basic idea is to choose such a positive example in 

each iteration which promises that its most preferable (of 

minimal length) consistent complex covers as many· positive 

examples as possible. Hence the whole number of iterations 

should be decreased . The process of choosing the promising 

example is described as follows.First, the 

artificial/temporary object called "centroid" is formed 

The value of ith attribute in "centroid" is equal to the 

value of ith attribute which occurs most frequently in the 

set of positive examples. Then, such an example is chosen 

which is most similar to the "centroid". The measure of 
similarity is the number of identical selectors. 

4. Results 

The medical data published in Nakache and Asselain 

(1983) were used to test the algorithms. · These data have 

been collected on patients with thyroid cancer, all of them 

were submitted to a surgical treatment. In order to get more 

or less the same numbers of positive and negative examples 

the patients were divided into classes. The positive class 

included patients with the survival time over 7 years. The 
remaining ones belonged to the negative class. Thus, 49 

positive and 29 negative examples were taken into 

consideration . Each object was described by the following 10 

attributes: se.x, age, histology, metastasis, enlargement, 
clinical lymph nodes, clinical aspect, pathological lymph 

nodes, compressive syndromes and invasion. The 

attribute was the survival time. 
class 

Four algorithms were applied to the data described 

above: 

A. The algorithm as described in section 2 with some 

constraints as to forming large numbers of consistence 

complexes. The number of consistence complexes in single 
iteration was limited to 50. 
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B. The modified algorithm in which the most preferable 

complex was found by means of solving integer programming 

problem. 

In A and B methods the positive example for each 

iteration randomly chosen. 

c. The modiiied algorithm as in B with additional 

modification of selecting the most preferable complex. In 
* single iteration the complex c was found for every 

positive example and only then the most preferable one 

was chosen. 

D. The algorithm with both modifications described in 

section 3. 

The results of applying the above four methods to medical 

data are presented and described below. 

Table 1. Some parameters describing the process of finding 

a classification rule for the positive class . 

number of number of 
iterations selectors time 

method A 11 49 2 min. 55 s 
method B 11 32 52 s 
method c 5 15 5 min. 38 s 

method D 5 16 32 s 

Table 2. Some parameters describing the process of finding a 

classification rule for the negative class. 

number of number of 
iterations selectors . time 

method A 17 60 4 min. 38 s 
method B 8 14 34 s 
method c 6 10 5 min. 31 s 
method D 6 10 42 s 

The above results are comparable, because all 
algorithms have been implemented in the same programming 

language and run on the same computer compatible with IBM 
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PC/AT. As can be seen the most preferable (the shortest) 

classification rules were obtained for methods C and D. 
Moreover the method D was the quickest one . 

5. Summary and conclusions 

In the present paper two modifications of Michalski's 

algorithm based on star methodology were proposed . They have 

influence on speed and accuracy of the al gor i thm (in sense 

of finding the most preferable rul e ) as well as on avoiding 

the combinatorial explosion without restricting the number 

of examples or attributes. The comparison of four algorithms 

shows that these modifications are essential. The modified 

algorithm seems to be especially useful for searching bases 

with large number of data . 
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ALGORYTM UCZENIA INDUKCYJNEGO 0 WIELOMIANOWEJ ZLOZONOSCI 
OBLICZENIOWEJ DO TWORZENIA NAJKROTSZYCH REGUL KLASYFIKACJI 

Stosowanie w praktyce algorytm6w uczenia indukcy~nego jest 
czesto nieefektywne, ze wzgledu na zagrozenie eksplozj& 
kombinatoryczn&. Mozna tego unikn&6 poprzez ograniczenie 
liczby cech (Quinlan, 1983), liczby przyklad6w (Garis, 
1988), lub wprowadzaj&c pewne arbitralne ograniczenia na 
proces uczenia indukcyjnego (Michalski, 1983). W pracy 
zaproponowano algorytm tworz&cy najkr6tsze reguly 
klasyfikacji (w sensie liczby par cecha-wartos6) o 
wielomianowej zlozonosci obliczeniowej, w kt6rym liczba cech 
i/lub przyklad6w nie jest ograniczana. Zamieszczono wyniki 
obliczen dla danych medycznych. 

HHllYKTHBH~E nPABHTIA KTIACCH~HKAUHH MHHHMATibHOH llTIHH~ BE3 

YfP03~ KOMBHHATOPHOfO B3PWBA 

AnropMTnan MHnyKTMBHoro o6y~eHM~ yrpo*aDT pe3KO 
B03pacTaD.Me KOM6MHaTOpHhle npo6neMW. fin~ M36e*aHM~ 3TO~ 

TpynHOCTM peKOMMeHnyDTC~ anropMTMhl MDM nn~ 3ana~ C He6on~~MM 
KODM~eCTBOM Ka~eCTB CKyMHD'baH, 1983), MDM KODM~eCTBO 

npMMepoB orpaHM~eHO (fapMC, 1988), MDM KaKMe TO npOM3BOfl'bHbJe 
orpaHM~eHM~ aaon~Tc~ ao apeM'b~ npouecca o6y~eHM~ CMMxan'bcKM, 
1983). 8 HaCTO~~e~ CTaT'be npenno*eH anropMTM HHnYKTMBHOro 
o6y~eHM~ KOTOphl~ npOM3BonMT npaBHna KDaCCMtMKaUHM 
MMHMMaD'bHO~ nnMHhl (B CMWCne KODM~eCTBa nap: KODM~eCTBO-ero 

3Ha~eHHe). OH pa6oTaeT B nonMHOM~n'bHoe apen~ H nn~ Hero 
KODM~eCTBO Ka~eCTB M/MnM DpMMepOB He orpaHH~HBaeTC~. 

npencTaBneHhl HeKOTOphle pe3yD'bTaTW nn~ MenHUhlHCKHX npHM9pOB. 


